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I I *rlro*e Avi Bernstein-Nahar's in-

vitation ro comment on the interesting roundtable discussion de-

scholarlywriting todav' :,- ^rr^.,.i.I- L,i*n
Within the more fititi'"a and insular domain ofJewish historr-
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tention to the craft of the modernJewish historian.In particular,
Yerushalmi poignandy concluded that the modernJewish schol-

ar, beholden to the new scientific standards of the day, could not
fulfill the role of custodian of Jewish collective memory. Ever

since, from the first reviews of this book to Hava Tirosh-Samuel-
son's recentcri de coeurregarQing the impotence of academicJew-

ish studies, debate has raged over the role and relevance ofJewish
scholarship in the construction of modernJewish identities.

The complex status of the modern Jewish historical scholar

stands at the heart of the roundtable discussion. All of the partic-
ipants seem intent, at one point or another, on rescuing the mod-
ern historian from the abyss of antiquarianism. Avi Bernstein-
Nahar, Elliot Wolfson, and Bob Gibbs all admire Chava

Weissler's attempt to recover the voices of early modern Ash-

kenazic Jewish woman, recognizing that this effort is deeply in-
formed by contemporary commitments. Meanwhile, Jenna

Joselit, who is less comfortable "introducing very contemporary
concerns and injecting them back into the past," nonetheless

"admire[s] historians who put themselves into the service of the

Jewish community."Jenna herself manifests here an ambivalence
that has accompanied the enterprise of modern Jewish scholar-

ship from its inception; this ambivalence is born of the desire to
remain steadfasdy devoted to prevailing standards of scholarly
method and probity, while at the same time putting one's intel-
lectual labors in the service of the Jewish community,

It is i-rirportant tb emphasize that neithef tli-e-ambivaience nor
the double-edged allegiances of the modern Jewish scholar are

new. The founding scholars of the Wissenschaft des Judentums ral-
lied around Immanuel Wolfs belief in the eternal "bond of sci-

ence, the bond of pure rationality, the bond of truth." At the

same time, these youngJewish intellectuals determined that one

of their group's primary tasks should be "to harmonize, by way

of educational work, the Jews with the present age and with the

states wherever they live" (Statutes of the Verein fiir Kuhar und
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Finding the balance berween these impulses is half the battre;
the other half is acknowledging them. It ii particularly in this lat-
ter effort that the book which f avid Ruderman andi edited, The
Jewisb Past Reaisited, may nor have realized its promise. One of
our arms was to encourage historians to reflect back on scholars
who had inspired or inrigued them in thCir own labors. The
peyoff lay in capturing the spirit of self-reflection that our own
era seems to demand. According to Bob Gibbs, Tony Grafton
came closest to achieving this goar in his essay on the nineteenth-
century German-Jewish classicistJakob Bernays. By conrrasr, he
suggests that Moshe-Idel didn,t quite pull it off in his srudy of
Gershom Scholem, failing to flesh ooi the culnrral 

"rriu"rr" of
the Kaiserreich and Weimar Germany from which yourrf G.._
hard emerged. But there is a cerrain confusion here. what Bob
lauds in Grafton and laments in Idel is the degre. ,o *rri.rr-,t.
two scholars conrextualized their scholarly fo*..b"ars. And yet,
isn't the story of how Bernays's and scholem's "actual lives im-
pinged on what they wrote aboutJewish history,, the one histo_
rians usually tell? Or the story they are expected to tell as
contextually sensitive scholarsl I'm not sure how innovative it is
to provide a thick contextual description or to demonstrate an
awareness of the way in which a past scholar dealt with a schol_
arly forebear of his. To my mind, what would have been truly rrn_
usual and new would be a genuinely self_reflecdve .rrt"rpir. i'
which the present-day schol", .orr,.-plates openly o., *t 

",drew her/him to the schorar on whom s/he chose to write. That
1s 

what The Jewish Past Reaisited might have offered, but didn,t
fully succeed in achieving-in larg-e m""sure, due to the in-
grained inhibitions of scholars (myself incruded), to surrender
the life-line of wissenschnft.rf one ie"ds berween the rines of the
volume's essays, one can obtain a glimpse at the spiritual kinships
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and anxieties of influence that connect the current generation of
scholars to their scholarly forebears. But the reader shouldn't
have to become a cryptographer to decipher the esoteric truths

hidden within the essays.

Generously, Avi Bernstein-Nahar sought to squeeze out of my

own contributions to this volume the glimmers of self-reflection.
He did so because he noted an inhibition on my part "to move

from historical critique to broader reflection on the purposes in-
scribed in writing history." I share Avi's recognition of my own

failing in this regard, and will try now to render the latent more

manifest. To a great extent, my own scholarly work is a series of
debts, responses, and challenges to Yosef Yerushalmi, my teach-

er. Yerushalmi (and Nietzsche before him) set out for me the ba-

sic problem of history that pervades the modern sense of self:

how is it possible to avoid the grinding jaws of historicism that

reduce every event, text, or actor to a heap of contextual dust?

FIow can historians make sense of the past in a coherent and

meaningful way? The answers I have found to t-hese questions

are signaled in my various remarks here regarding the dual am-

bitions of the modern scholar. What I identify in the founding
generations of Wissenschaft des Judenrums or, for that matter, in
the first generation of Jerusalem scholars is a "ceaseless media-
tion between critical history and collective memory," between,

we might say, llebrew and Yiddish. It is no accident that this

ceaseless mediation ceaselessly interests me. For it is my lot as

much as it was my predecessors'. I too swing between the poles

of history and memory, between the consensual (and evet'
changing) standards of the historical profession and the ineradi-
cable presence of my Jewishness. It seems too obvious to state

that a major motivation for my study of previous generations of
historians is to enhance my own self-understanding as both his-

torian andJew. But let it be said. Let it also be said that I can nei-

ther envisage nor wholeheartedly recommend the end of this

balancing act of the Jewish historian. To live in wo cultures, to
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speak with two voices, seems not only unavoidable, but animat-

ing-and, I might add, eminentlyJewish.
But as I write this, I must confess to a certain revulsion at the

indulgence of it all. Mine is not tlre revulsion of the supremely

confident empiricist who sneers at the self-revelatory qualiry of
recent historical narratives. It is a revulsion born of the sense of
abdication of responsibility. Does not dwelling in-or perhaps

between-two cultural worlds exempt one from assuming a clear

moral standl'And'-aten't we simply suceumbing to'Pure egocen-

trism by using history to justifu our own hybridity or ambiva-

lence? These questions emerge indirectly out of Edith

Wyschogrod's interesting book, An Ethics of Renzembering.What

I find strong in this book is not only the reminder that the histo-

rian's mission is both descriptive and ethical. This, after all, has

been a fixture of, and frequent bone of contention in, historio-

graphical discourse from antiquity. Rather, it is the reversal of di-

rection of the historian's reflexive impulses. Thus, Wyschogrod

suggests that the past should not only serve the present. The
present should also serve the past in the sense that "the historian

is covenanted to the dead." This covenant requires that the his-

torian be "driven by the eros for the dead ind the urgency of eth-

ics." Lurking above this ethical task is the shadow of catastrophe,

e.g., the Flolocaust, whose story has often been told from the

perspective of the perpetrators. The ethically minded historian,

who "speaks from out of the cataclysm that she cannot name," la-

bors to give voice to the mute-to the victims who were so de-

finitively silenced. This act need not require a total surrender to

the past, either in the name of morbidity or antiquarianism. The
ethical historian willingly assumes a debt to the past, but never

fully grasps or returns to it. S/he stands in a special interpretive
space, "a temporal zone that is neither past, Present, nor fufure."

It is in such a zone that the historian of Wyschogrod's image can

reassert his/her mandate to use historical method in support of
the community.
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